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Pipa is one of expressive Chinese traditional instruments which can be played for both
solo and accompaniment. Since pipa was introduced to China by the silk road of the
eastern han dynasty, its shape and performing have been always changing with times.
Influenced by the change of society and audience aesthetical feeling, pipa performing
form have been more diversified since 1949,including concerto with western
instruments, chamber ensemble with national instruments, neo-nationalism,
cooperation with traditional Chinese opera. Holding the idea of inheriting and
spreading traditional art and based on what the author learned,the author is
enlightened by the development and makes an attempt of integrating pipa and jingju,
which combines pipa performing techniques and unique charm of jingju vocal music,
thus making a brand new pipa performing form. The paper also make a discussion on
the modern development of traditional culture and art through literature research,
exploratory study, interdisciplinary perspective and practice method



































































































品个数，成为六相十八品，共二十四个音柱，补足了从 A到 a2 间的全部半音，
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